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MEDAL OF HONOR WINNERS
FETED AT JFK BEFORE FLIGHT TO
WASHINGTON
The
Congressional
Medal of Honor, created in
1861 was created to recognize servicemen who distinguished themselves in
battle is the highest military decoration for Valor
awarded by the U.S. government.
On March 23, 2013,
American Airlines hosted 21 of those Medal of
Honor recipients for our
annual Medal of Honor
charter flight to Washington DC to commemorate
Photo by Garfield Smith /AA Facilities Maintenance Supervisor
Medal of Honor Day. This
year’s event took place on Medal of Honor conferee saluting JFK Airport personnel.
a Saturday for the first time
where they assembled for the parade to the
and the turnout to wish these braves hero’s a gate. This year’s parade was led by the Boy
safe trip was overwhelming. They arrived at Scouts, followed by Color Guards and HonTerminal 8 via escort from their Manhattan or Guards from the US Marines, Air Force,
hotel led by the PAPD, FDNY Ceremonial Coast Guard, TSA, FDNY, Civil Air Patrol,
fire truck and the Patriot Guard Riders.
and Port Authority Police Department.
Once at JFK the check in process was
The PAPD Pipes and Drums were next to
quickly taken care of and then the group
See MEDAL page 2
was ushered onto the security checkpoint

PORT AUTHORITY GETS APPROVAL
FOR ATLANTIC CITY AIRPORT
TAKEOVER
The Port Authority has moved closer to
taking over operations of Atlantic City’s airport, a transfer aimed at reducing congestion
at its other airports and luring back southern
New Jersey passengers who fly out of Philadelphia.
Port Authority board Chairman David
Samson said he expected the agency to assume operations by July, after negotiations
with the South Jersey Transportation Au-

thority, the airport’s current operator. The
SJTA board voted to allow negotiations to
proceed, a spokesman said in an email.
Samson stressed that the Port Authority
was committing to operating Atlantic City
International Airport for a limited amount of
time with an option to eventually purchase
the SJTA’s interests in the airport. He didn’t
give any details about what length of time
See ATLANTIC CITY page 2
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VAUGHN COLLEGE PREPARES FOR
SPRING FAIR
Joe Alba
Vaughn College of Aeronautics and
Technology is conducting its’ annual Spring
Career Fair scheduled for Thursday, April
11, 2013 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Vaughn College Hangar. A breakfast is provided at 9AM for early arrivals.
Vaughn College enjoys an excellent
reputation within the aviation community,
not only serving metro area airports and air
service facilities, but with former students
working in aviation related jobs all over the
world. The college embraces a culture of
excellence in which rigorous degree, professional, technical and certification programs are offered. The curriculum covers a
broad range of aviation skills that embrace

the fields of engineering, management, and
technology.
Whenever I meet with students from
Vaughn, I am always impressed by their
maturity, commitment to learn, and their eagerness to be helpful. My own experience
See VAUGHN page 2

BIOFUEL FLIGHT ARRIVES AT JFK
The international aerospace community
marked a new milestone in sustainable aviation on March 8 with the launch of a firstever series of biofuel-powered intercontinental flights. As part of a 25-week pilot
program undertaken by KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines (KLM) -- in partnership with the
Schiphol Group, Delta Air Lines and the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey -- a KLM B777-200 fueled in part by
biofuel, departed from JFK International
Airport for Schiphol Amsterdam Airport on
March 8.
The KLM B777-200, fueled in part by
biofuel derived from used cooking oil, departed from JFK International Airport for

Schiphol Amsterdam Airport as part of a
25-week pilot program undertaken by KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM) -- in partnership with the Schiphol Group, Delta Air
Lines and the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey. The expanded use of biofuel for aviation would significantly reduce
the industry’s carbon footprint and its dependence on fossil fuels. “The Port Authority is pleased to partner with KLM on their
pioneering series of transatlantic biofuel
flights,” said Susan Baer, Aviation Director for The Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey. “This program complements
our agency’s efforts to reduce greenhouse
See BIOFUEL page 3
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American Airlines, the PAPD, and JFK Airport people as a whole really know how to
throw a party.

ATLANTIC CITY

Ceremony at American Airlines terminal to
honor Medal of Honor Winners.
follow and behind them our guests of honor.
After a ceremony at the gate it was time to
board the aircraft and of course the water
cannon salute provided by the PAPD fire
trucks just for good measure.
Following the short flight to DC, another
water cannon salute upon arrival and an arrival ceremony at DCA and then it was off
to the Four Seasons hotel for lunch. Once
arriving at the Four Seasons hotel in Washington DC they would meet up with a few
more fellow Medal of Honor recipients, be
treated to lunch and entertained by Steve
Amerson, America’s tenor and finally culminating with the presentation once again
by American Airlines of Executive Platinum
flying status, Admirals Club membership
along with Concierge key.
Airport Press thanks John Fenech for his
work in administering the event and providing us with information and sending us the
photos, and for Dan Carbonaro for being
an advocate for Veterans and for his service
and Garfield Smith for the excellent photos.

From Page 1

was being considered. The authority sees
the Atlantic City airport as underutilized.
According to port authority deputy Executive Director Bill Baroni, the airport could
accommodate up to 300 flights per day. Currently it has about 27, he said.
“We’re hoping that by capitalizing on our
relationships with existing carriers and our
experience running five airports, we will be
successful,” Samson said.
Legislation in 2007 in both New York
and New Jersey empowered the authority to
establish one additional air terminal in each
state. The port authority acquired its interest in Stewart in Newburgh, N.Y., in 2007.
Gov. Chris Christie gave his approval to the
Atlantic City plan, as required under the legislation.
Another goal of the takeover is to increase travel to southern New Jersey and to
Atlantic City’s casinos, which have struggled in recent years in the face of competition from neighboring states. Baroni cited
a statistic that claimed that while Atlantic
City’s airport served 1.4 million passengers
in 2012, only 1 percent of inbound travelers
wound up at the casinos.
In news that adds a sense of optimism to
the Port Authority takeover; the following
statement was issued by Derek A. Vanstone,
Air Canada Vice President, Corporate Strategy, Industry & Government Affairs:

“The news that the Port Authority is adding the Atlantic City airport to its operations
is very positive from Air Canada’s point of
view. As you know, Air Canada does not
currently operate to Atlantic City, but we do
have long-standing operations at JFK, LaGuardia and Newark, all of which are operated by the Port Authority. In our experience, the Port Authority has been excellent
to work with, and we welcome any and all
opportunities to deepen this relationship.”

VAUGH

From Page 1

is that these character traits are not seen as
frequently with many college students today.
Registration for the event is free. At the
fair, you are encouraged to share information
with students and faculty about part-time
jobs, full-time jobs and internships within
your organization. The Vaughn administration likes to keep things informal for a more
open exchange of information.
For further information, send an email to
Jessica Caron at Jessica.caron@vaughn.edu.
Employers can also register online on our
career service website, Vaughn Career Connect, at www.myinterfase.com/employer.
The College will provide you with one
six-foot table with a table cloth and two
chairs. If you require further display space,
please let them know when you contact them.
Even if you are just curious, and have no immediate plans to hire, come to the event and
enjoy the energy and the enthusiasm.
If you have any questions regarding the
Spring Career Fair, please contact Career
Services at 718-429-6600 extension 148.

PORT AUTHORITY POLICE
PIPES AND DRUMS
MARCHES IN ST PATRICKS
DAY PARADE IN PEARL
RIVER NY
“Tradition and Honor – Port Authority
Police Pipe and Drum” The Pearl River St.
Patrick’s day parade is known for its wide
support from many local Pipe and Drum
corps. Kevin Hart, dressed in traditional
Pipe and Drum uniform, leads the award
winning Port of Authority Police Pipe and
Drum corps down Pearl River’s Main St as
part of the 2013 St. Patrick’s Day parade.
Kevin wears a sash as part of his Pipe
and Drum uniform that honors the names of
See Airport News page 4
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On March 26th, the FAA held their annual take your kid to work day and this crowd
certainly seems to be having a good time.

BIOFUEL

From Page 1

gas emissions at our airports and design resilient, energy-efficient, high-performance
facilities for the future.”
The expanded use of biofuel for aviation
would significantly reduce the industry’s carbon footprint and its dependence on fossil
fuels. Carbon dioxide emissions from aircraft

account for more than half of all airport-related emissions.
The Port Authority’s role in the biofuel
pilot program consists of on-the ground facilitation and in-kind contributions of fueling
services. The Port Authority is also dedicating two 10,000-gallon refuelers to the operation.

Airline industry leaders gathered at the fuel truck at JFK’s Terminal 4 for takeoff. Pictured
from left to right are: Yvo de Boer, Former Executive Secretary, UN Convention on Climate
Change; Jan-Peter Balkenende, Chairman, Dutch Sustainable Growth Coalition; Angela
Licata, Deputy Commissioner of Sustainability, Department of Environmental Protection;
Jos Nijhuis, CEO, Schiphol Group; Sue Baer, Director, Aviation Department Port Authority;
Camiel Eurlings, Managing Director, KLM; Paul Riemens, CEO, Air Traffic Control for
the Netherlands; Alain Maca, President, JFKIAT; Gail Grimmett, SVP, Global New York
Delta; Dirk Kronemeijer, Managing Director, SkyNRG; Julie Felgar, Managing Director of
Environment & Aviation Policy, Boeing Commercial Airplanes; Gerry Spampanato, GM,
JFK International Airport; Dave Siewert, Air Traffic Manager, JFK Air Traffic Control Tower.
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Port Authorities Police men and woman who
died in the Sep11th World Trade Building
Tragedy. The Port Authority Pipe and Drum
has received many awards and trophies since
its inception in 1979 and has had the honor
of entertaining many dignitaries including
Pope’s, Presidents, and Military Heroes’.

PORT AUTHORITY SEEKS TO
REDEVELOP LAGUARDIA
Approval of construction of East Parking Garage is first step in redevelopment of
LaGuardia Airport which will include replacement of the outdated Central Terminal
Building.
The Port Authority’s Board of Commissioners today authorized an $82.9 million
design and construction of a new East Parking Garage at LaGuardia Airport. The move
is a critical early step toward the airports
modernization that will culminate with the
replacement of the nearly half-century-old
Central Terminal Building (CTB).
Approximately 1,100 vehicle spaces
will be included in the new lot, which
crews will build opposite Terminal C, home
to Delta Airlines. The new garage will accommodate the increasing volume of Delta
passengers using Terminals C and D, as the
airline modernizes both of those terminals.

Work will begin this year and is scheduled for completion by February 2015, prior to the demolition of Parking Lot 2 where
the new Central Terminal Building will be
located.
The Port Authority estimates the project
will directly and indirectly create 500 jobs,
$33 million in wages and $140 million in
economic activity. Currently, there are seven parking lots consisting of 6,800 public
spaces at LaGuardia, producing almost $41
million in gross revenues and about $24
million in net revenues annually.
Project Estimates begin coming in for
LaGuardia project
The Port Authority has also received five
preliminary submissions for a USD$3.6 billion project to replace the central terminal
building at New York’s LaGuardia airport.
“The Port Authority is reviewing five
qualification submissions from companies
for the LaGuardia Airport Central Terminal
Building project, but has not yet finalized
the process. We will make further information available at the appropriate time,” said
spokesman Ron Marsico.
The redevelopment consists of a new
USD$2.4 billion terminal and USD$1.2
billion in infrastructure, and is scheduled to
start in the first quarter of 2014. The process is intended to prequalify candidates
before they submit firm proposals.

CROSSBAY CAR WASH & LUBE

D’Ambrosio, Sales, lead us on a tour of the
luxurious facilities.
Except for the new lobby completion, the
Allegria shows little evidence of the storm
and its facilities are as chic and unique as
ever.
The Skaamco party ended on a perfect
note as we viewed a lovely sunset over the
water from the hotel’s rooftop bar.

Tammy Card, Skaamco, Roberta Dunn,
Airport Press. Lisa Kohan, Allegria,
Kerry Lynn D’Ambrosio, Allegria.

ALLEGRIA HOSTS
SKAAMCO EVENT
The Allegria Hotel, located on the ocean
in Long Beach, graciously hosted the
Skaamco St Patty’s Day Cocktail Party on
March 19. The hotel reopened in January after sustaining major damage from hurricane
Sandy.
Green appletini cocktails were served in
the Atlantica Bar with a lovely view of the
ocean, accompanied by scrumptious hors
d’oeuvres sent out by the talented new chef
Todd Jacobs. After a short presentation by
Nasser Samman, General Manager, and our
host Lisa Kohan, Sales Manager, Kerri Lynn

HUDSON GROUP
TO EXPAND RETAIL
FOOTPRINT AT JFK’S
TERMINAL 4
As part of an expansion project currently
underway at JFK International Airport Terminal 4, a joint venture led by premier travel
retailer Hudson Group will be implementing
a dynamic new concessions program to enhance the shopping experience for millions
of travelers at JFK’s Terminal 4.
See Airport News page 5

KAAMCO CARGO SHOW AT RUSSO’S

135-18 Crossbay Blvd., Ozone Park 11417 Minutes from JFK
718-843-6097 Car Wash / 718-323-0477 Oil Change

Castrol, Mobil1, Motorcraft - Honda, Toyota, GM

Free Superwash
Includes:
• Wash
• Polish Wax
• Sealer Wax
• Tire Shine
• Chassis Bath Wash
• Vacuum
$ 00

16 Value

$ 00

Any Full Service
Oil Change

5 OFF
$ 00
3 OFF
$ 00
20 OFF
Expires 4/30/13

Includes Free Super Wash

Any Car Wash
Interior Excluded

Expires 4/30/13

Expires 4/30/13

Fleet Accounts Welcome
Discount for TLC

Any
Full Detail

William Mercado, President JFK Air Cargo Association, Anthony Charaf, Senior
VP & Chief Cargo Officer Delta Corporation, Raymond Curtis, VP Worldwide
Sales, At Russo’s on the Bay in nearby Howard Beach. “Structural Changes and
New Efficiencies”, was this year’s theme, and featured distinguished executives
from key segments of the air cargo industry. The keynote speaker was Anthony
Charaf, Senior VP and Chief Cargo Officer, Delta Corporation.
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The program includes five new specialty shops featuring fashion icons – Michael
Kors, Coach, Thomas Pink , Solstice and
Victoria’s Secret – and seven new Hudson
travel essentials stores, as well as a Discover
New York souvenir shop. The stores will
open in three phases between May and October of this year.
Michael Kors is devoted to the stylish
leather and fabric handbags and accessories
of New York City’s own Michael Kors, who
has emerged in recent years as one of the
most recognized and respected designers in
America.
Coach New York features the award winning styles of this iconic American brand,
established in 1941. The collection includes
classic and colorful handbags, small leather
goods and accessories.
In addition to the specialty retail program, the joint venture will also present two
proprietary concepts – Discover New York
(“the” place to shop for authentic New Yorkarea souvenirs) and Hudson, the latest generation of Hudson News.
Alain Maca , President of JFKIAT, LLC,
the management company for Terminal 4,
noted, “One of the key benefits of Terminal
4’s redevelopment for the passengers is the
shift to a post-security selling environment,
so that passengers can shop at their leisure.
Hudson’s team has worked closely with our
group to deliver a world-class program that
will appeal to our diverse passenger mix.”
For this project, Hudson has partnered
with JME Group LLC, an Airport Concessions Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
(ACDBE) firm.

PORT AUTHORITY POLICE
OFFICERS HONORED BY
NEW YORK STATE SENATE
FOR LIFE SAVING ACTIONS
Two members of the Port Authority Police Benevolent Association were honored
today, Tuesday, March 5, 2013, by the New
York State Senate in recognition of their
professionalism and bravery resulting in
the saving of a life of a drowning woman in
early February.
A Legislative Resolution sponsored by
New York State Senator Jeffrey D. Klein (DBronx), commending Port Authority police
officers Frank G. Misa and Mitchell J. Richter for their heroic actions on Thursday, Feb-

ruary 7, rescuing a woman who attempted to
take her life by jumping off the Whitestone
Bridge, was read by Sen. Klein in the Senate
Chamber to the Legislative Body. Officers
Misa and Richter, along with family members, were present to receive the Senate’s
recognition.
On the morning of February 7, Police
Officers Misa and Richter were on patrol
on board Port Authority Police Boat 7200,
in the vicinity of LaGuardia Airport. Port
Authority Police marine units conduct antiterrorism, perimeter security and aircraft
rescue and fire patrols in the waters around
Port Authority airports. On that day Misa
and Richter responded to the area under the
Whitestone Bridge after receiving a radio
call regarding a person attempting to jump
from the bridge.
As the officers arrived on scene they observed a female in the water on the Queens
side of the bridge. Misa and Richter, both
Certified First Responders, immediately
commenced life saving actions in the brutally frigid waters. After rescuing the woman from the water, miraculously alive, they
rendered first aid in attempt to stabilize her
and ready her to be transported to the shore
where an FDNY emergency medical service crew stood ready to continue the critical care began by Misa and Richter. FDNY
transported the woman to New York Hospital Queens.
Sen. Klein’s resolution reads, in part,
“Police Officers Frank G. Misa and Mitchell
J. Richter displayed exemplary professionalism in the performance of their duties by
responding immediately to a person in need
and ultimately saving her life.” The resolution continued and referred to the officers’
actions as heroic.

the world, SSP will feature a restaurant mix
reflective of the international foods found
on the streets of New York. Passengers
can choose from Marcus Samuelsson’s latest creations, Uptown Brasserie and Street
Food, or, Danny Meyer’s Shake Shack featuring its ever-popular ShackBurgers and
fresh frozen custard ice cream and Blue
Smoke, a pioneer in urban barbecue. La
Brea Bakery and Cake Tin will be sure to
satisfy every carb craving and sweet tooth,
while Le Grand Comptoir and Asobu sushi
offer sophisticated, small plate options.
Finally, Dunkin’ Donuts will keep busy
travelers running with a variety of beverages
and snacks including hot and iced coffee,
baked goods, oven-toasted sandwiches, and
more.

The restaurants will be
completed in phases with
the first locations in Phase
1 opening to travelers in
May 2013, coinciding
with the opening of Delta’s
Concourse B extension.
Shortly thereafter, a 1930’s
inspired, full-fledged New
York diner, Central Diner,
will open to the public in
Terminal 4’s Arrivals Hall.
This will serve as the perfect rendezvous point for
meeters-greeters, travelers
with longer dwell time and
airport employees.
“These new restaurant offerings, which
complement the exciting renovations made
by SSP just a few years ago, demonstrate
that Terminal 4 is again raising the bar,” said
Alain Maca, JFKIAT President. “With a major expansion underway, Terminal 4 is living
up to its reputation as the city’s most modern and efficient air terminal offering worldclass services and amenities to our airlines
and their passengers. SSP’s remarkable
composition of new restaurants includes a
diverse range of national, international, local and proprietary brands bringing the total
number of offerings to 16 new and expanded
locations.”

SSP AMERICA INTRODUCES
A STAR-STUDDED LINEUP OF CELEBRITY CHEFS
AND AWARD-WINNING
RESTAURANTS TO JFK
TERMINAL 4

Contact Airway
for Environmentally Friendly:

Marcus Samuelsson and Danny Meyer to
bring their popular street locations airside
SSP America, in partnership with JFKIAT announced a new food and beverage
program of nationally celebrated, awardwinning chefs and innovative, original restaurant concepts to create an unparalleled
dining experience for travelers through John
F. Kennedy International Airport’s Terminal
4.
The star-studded line-up includes chefs
and restaurateurs with deep roots in New
York’s melting pot of world cuisine: Marcus
Samuelsson and Danny Meyer. These multiple award-winning figures are proud to bring
their popular culinary expertise to the passengers of JFK, including New York’s firstever airport Shake Shack and Blue Smoke.
As part of its mission to elevate travelers’ dining experiences in airports across

Janitorial Services
Facility Maintenance
Mechanized Scrubbing
Pressure Washing
Construction & Renovation Services

Call Us Directly
at 516.594.4944
to discuss how we can serve you
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SHIPPERS
DON’T OWE
USA L IVING
Forwarders must
provethe irw orth
Hard times in
transportation are the
norm today.
Julian Keeling
Shipping lines are
President and CEO, attempting to raise
Consolidators
rates while at the same
time overcapacity is
International
pressuring lower pricing as a record number huge TEU container vessels come on
line in 2013.
Airlines are struggling to find new cargo
markets as the Chinese “golden goose” turns
to base metal. South America and even Africa are being touted as new cornucopias for
air freight.
In spite of a slowly improving global
economy, transportation remains a competitive jungle out there. As a forwarder for the
past thirty five years in the South Pacific and
the U.S., I never before witnessed such an
extraordinary emphasis on rates.
In this enormously competitive environment between shipping lines, among air
carriers and most ferociously competitive

of them all, between forwarders large and
small, shippers are attempting to extract the
lowest rates from their suppliers. Who can
blame them? Logistics people are under terrific pressure from “upstairs” to obtain rates
that cut the forwarders’ already razor-thin
margins. Customers come to the negotiation
table armed not with scalpels but cleavers.
Not surprisingly, this frustrates forwarders
on the other side of the table who refuse to
offer “lo-ball” rates.
We consolidators respond to our customers’ requests—make that demands—for low,
low rates with a litany of replies. “What
about our high standards of service?” Or,
“don’t treat us like a commodity; we’re not
selling soap but offering a service that can
mean the difference between your profit and
loss.” Or perhaps the most plaintive of them
all,” I thought we were your partners, not
your adversaries.”
Cutting through this fog of rhetoric is the
plea for shippers to recognize a forwarder’s
true worth; and to choose one even if they
are not offering the lowest rate. Angry and
frustrated when he loses a bid, the forwarder
is convinced the shipper determines the winner strictly on price. To be candid, this complaining will get the forwarder nowhere. Logistics managers make decisions benefiting
their companies, not their vendors. If not,
they don’t remain logistics managers very
long.

SPOTLESS CAR WASH
and QUICK LUBE
with CONDUIT CAR CARE

124-15 Rockaway Blvd., South Ozone Park, NY 11420

718-529-9477
$

5.00 OFF

Full Service Oil Change
New Oil Filter, GTX Oil, Top Off of all
Fluids and 14 Point Safety Check.
Includes Full Service Car Wash
With Coupon Expires 201

$

5.00 OFF
V.I.P.

Interior or Exterior
Wash
With Coupon Expires /201

$

20.00

OFF
Complete Detail
Wax, Compound, Shampoo,
Armor All, Etc.
With Coupon Expires 201

Business Hours: Mon-Sat 7am-9pm, Sunday 7AM-7PM Car Wash Open 24/7

Do customers today pay a great deal of
attention to pricing? You can bet the farm
they do. Here are just a few cogent reasons
logistics managers use in their own defense.
• Price is the principal factor in almost
every savings calculation. Logistics managers are judged by the dollar savings they
bring to their companies.
• Price is the key ingredient in almost
every value calculation. It is the job of the
logistics manager to find the best value for
their companies.
• Price is far easier to quantify price than
service levels. Logistics people normally
have little time to evaluate competing bids.
The price quoted by the forwarder is specific
while his promises of high service levels are
not. (Does any forwarder ever boast of low
service levels?)
All of the above reasons lead to the
dreaded”we’re being treated as a commodity” by forwarders. “Can’t customers take
into account our superior levels of service,
our knowledge and experience in the shipping business and our financial stability?”
they ask.
Now is the time for the forwarder to stop
complaining and take a hard look at what
differentiates him from his competitors. If
rates are his only weapon, he must know
his cost structure right down to the last paper clip to protect himself from “buying the
business” at a loss.
For those forwarders like Consolidators
International who genuinely believe they
have levels of service that can overcome the
lowest price syndrome, there is hope. They
must persuade the customer to acknowledge
this. The forwarder must concentrate on how
his company differentiates itself. To accomplish this, differences must be candid, credible and succinct.
Framing a value proposition does not
mean vague promises of greater levels of
service or savings that defy believability.
It does mean backing up customer benefits
with solid data. Even better yet, third party
endorsement. Another customer’s pat on the
back means far more than self aggrandizement by the forwarder.
Put your benefits into a framework that
can be quickly understood and with a minimum of logistics jargon. Don’t count on the
strength of any past relationship with the
shipper on the other side of the bargaining
table.
In this economic climate, friendships and
loyalties will get you to the table without
any assurance of new business. Give clear,
cogent reasons why you should win the business. Accede that price is an important factor
but place more emphasis on your traffic skills
in moving cargo quickly, safely, on time and
hassle-free. Customers have become inured
to exaggerated claims of “revolutionizing”
supply chain systems; and even lied to. (Yes,
Virginia, there are unscrupulous forwarders
who will lie to get the business.)
Talk less and listen more to what the cus-

tomer genuinely values in his relationship
with a forwarder. Every shipper has problems. Try to anticipate them and allay their
concerns even before they are expressed.
Forwarders who work harder, responding
clearly and honestly to customers’ concerns
and who can find innovative yet practical solutions to a customer’s problems will be in a
far better position to obtain business without
an over-reliance on price.

FIVE CORE COMPETENCIES
EVERY CARGO MANAGER
SHOULD
MASTER
The maze of challenges that makes
up the global supply
chain demands that
logistics professionals never stop develKeith Biondo
oping new skills and
Publisher of
enhancing
existing
Inbound Logistics ones. Here are five
core
competencies
that supply chain professionals need to master—and continually improve.
Global business leadership. If your supply chain isn’t global now, it probably will
be soon. Supply chain professionals must be
able to effectively operate in the fast-moving
international business environment. This includes adapting to disparate cultures; fully
comprehending how global risk plays out
for their business; and being adept at managing the long lead times inherent in the international marketplace.
They must also know the basic supply
chain fundamentals associated with global
logistics, such as how to optimize import
and export flows, source globally, and deal
with global labor issues.
Transformational capabilities. Supply
chain professionals operate in a dynamic environment, where they are constantly driving transformational initiatives. They must
deliver on time and on budget, while generating superior results. As the bar is constantly raised, they must excel at managing
change, complex projects, and diverse talent, and possess exceptional communication
and negotiation skills.
Integrated business planning. Dealing
with cross-functional and cross-enterprise
issues represents a large part of supply chain
management. This involves integrating a
company’s operations side with its demand
side, and embracing demand and supply integration concepts, such as sales and operations planning.
In addition, supply chain professionals
lead the way in designing collaboration initiatives with suppliers and customers, and
they must master the challenge of planning
the end-to-end supply chain.
Integrated value chain implementation.
To be seen as central to the enterprise’s sucSee Cargo News page 7
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cess, supply chain professionals must exceed customer expectations and become integral to delivering outstanding value. Some
customers don’t know what they want until
your firm exceeds their expectations. Supply chain professionals achieve this result
by implementing an end-to-end value chain
design, including customer segmentation,
product and supply chain design, and optimization.
Linking supply chain performance to
organizational success. World-class supply chain professionals combine expertise
in material flow management with outstanding knowledge of information and financial
flow. Mastering these flows is crucial to
generating supply chain performance and financial results that resonate in the executive
suite and boardroom.
To sustain that performance, supply chain
professionals must design a metrics framework that drives the right behavior, and processes that deliver product availability at
the lowest possible cost and working capital
levels.

New Skills for a New Age
A decade ago, supply chain leaders at
most companies relied on technical proficiency in discrete areas: shipping route
knowledge, familiarity with warehousing
equipment and distribution center locations

and footprints, and a solid grasp of freight
rates and fuel costs.
Today’s supply chain executives, however, rely on the new core competencies and
advanced industry knowledge to rise to the
top.

AIR FREIGHT RECRUITING
Almost half those attending IATA’s World
Cargo Symposium in Doha had been in the
airfreight industry for more than 20 years,
prompting lengthy debate about where the
next generation of employees is going to
come from.
An emotional Ram Menen, who steps
down in three months as head of Emirates
SkyCargo, summed it up well after delegates
paid tribute to his massive lifelong contribution. “In 28 or 29 years, I have kept meeting the same people but with different business cards,” Menen said. He was suggesting
that, while senior executives switch between
companies, fresh input from outside the industry is lacking.
IATA has been displaying posters at airports and events under the slogan “Air cargo
makes it happen” to underscore how aspects
of everyday life – delivery of essential medicines, flowers, food, the latest electronic
business and entertainment gadgetry – depends on aviation. The organization pledged
to continue with this campaign, with the idea

Pan
American
Training
Institute*

of reaching out to the public and potential
future employees.
“We are the industry that links the factories on one side of the world and shops on
the other. We have wonderful stories to tell,”
said Oliver Evans, chief cargo officer for
Swiss International Air Lines.
Evans said airfreight was an “endless
source of challenge” to its employees. Airlines and forwarders needed a tough, alert,
versatile workforce that could deal with anything from Icelandic eruptions and Japanese
tsunamis to political upheavals, economic
crises and environmental concerns. “We are
impacted by every damn thing that happens
all over the world. That’s why I’m so passionate about it,” he said.
“I haven’t had any difficulty attracting
talent into our organization. When people
complete internships with us, they want to
stay. We can’t offer them all jobs,” Evans
added. “Talent is everywhere.
Steve Gunning, MD of IAG Cargo and
chairman of the IATA Cargo Committee,
echoed Evans’s sentiments. “People are
keen to come into a self-contained business
where they can make a real difference. You
get an excellent education because you get
to see it all. Our graduate intake go through
a series of processes such as learning revenue management. The challenge is to hold
on to them. People flow in from our passenger business, but sometimes also want to go

back there.”
All too common is the experience of
Elizabeth Shaver, director of cargo services
at Airlines for America, who confessed, “I
found air cargo accidentally. But once I was
in it, I thought, why would anyone want to
work anywhere else?”
The extent of the sector’s communication
issues came home to Shaver when she studied 900 airline videos following a Google
search. “We have some slick products in our
industry, but only 15 of the videos touched
on cargo, and they were mostly technical.
Only three would have had general appeal.”
Airfreight requires creative individuals
and problem solvers who could deal commercial, security and regulatory pressures.
“It’s a glamorous industry, and we need to
market it more,” Shaver concluded.
Logistics recruitment specialist Darryl
Judd said demand for talent exceeded the inflow of talent across the industry and across
the world. Companies often complained to
him of high staff turnover and employees
being poached as they were offered better
packages elsewhere.
Judd had words of reassurance, pointing
out that the transport and logistics industries
needed to hire 17 million more people over
the next 20 years. “You’re not going to lose
your job,” he said.
See Cargo News page 8
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yielding traffic in lower-cost networks.”
Smith also said the company is looking
into retiring older aircraft.
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FEDEX’S PROFITS DROP
DUE TO WEAK AIRFREIGHT
MARKET
FedEx’s profi ts took a downward spiral.
FedEx reported earnings of US$1.23
per diluted share for the third quarter ending Feb. 28, excluding business realignment
costs. Last year’s third quarter earnings were
US$1.55 per diluted share. FedEx’s net income fell by 31 percent – from US$521 million last year to US$361 million.
“The third quarter was very challenging
due to continued weakness in international
airfreight markets, pressure on yields due
to industry overcapacity and customers selecting less expensive and slower-transit
services,” Frederick W. Smith, FedEx chairman, president and CEO, said. “In response,
beginning April 1, FedEx Express will decrease capacity to and from Asia and will aggressively manage traffic flows to place low

DHL EXPRESS EXPANDS IN
MALAYSIA
DHL Express is launching five-timesweekly Airbus A300 service from Malaysia’s Penang International Airport to Hong
Kong International Airport, a move that
boosts the carrier’s freight capacity to Penang by a whopping 30 per cent. The nonstop
service also connects Malaysia to Los Angeles via Hong Kong.
Yasmin Aladad Khan, DHL Express’ senior vice-president for Southeast Asia, lauded the new service, calling Penang the hub
for the Northern Corridor Economic Region.
“The decision to add capacity to the route
reflects DHL’s commitment to enhance our
services offerings so that our customers will
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continue to enjoy efficient and reliable express and logistics services”, she adds.
DHL Express’ managing director for Malaysia and Brunei, David Ng, says the timing
of the new service is also monumental since
2013 marks the company’s 40th anniversary
of serving Malaysia.
“We were the first international courier
company to set up in Malaysia back in 1973
and since then, we have been leading the local logistics scene”, he says. “We are excited
to kick start the year with the new A300
freighter service”.

FRAPORT EXPECTS ZERO
GROWTH AT FRANKFURT
HUB
German airport operator Fraport predicted zero growth in passenger numbers at its
main Frankfurt hub this year and lower net
profit as a weak economic climate prompts
airlines to reduce capacity. Fraport said that
net profit would shrink this year from the
USD$310 million reported for 2012.
The company said this reflected the impact of costs from a fourth runway opened in
2011 and expansion of one of two terminals
at Frankfurt, Europe’s third-busiest airport
by passenger numbers.
Fraport’s cautious outlook fell short of
analysts’ expectations, which had looked for
an increase in Frankfurt passenger numbers
this year after the airport’s expansion.
CEO Schulte told journalists at a news
conference that business had been “very
good” so far in March and that an upturn
in the economy could boost the number of
travelers.
Airlines in Frankfurt plan to reduce flight
movements by 1.4 percent in the European
summer, Fraport said. Lufthansa, which accounts for more than 50 percent of Fraport’s
business in Frankfurt, had reduced its capacity by 3 percent in its European winter
schedule.

est international air cargo carrier, said it does
not yet see a lasting recovery in the freight
market, after reporting an 83 percent yearon-year drop in profit for 2012. The airline,
which competes against Korean Air Lines,
Singapore Airlines and China Airlines for air
freight business, is grappling with high fuel
costs and slow growth in the cargo and passenger markets.
“Cargo was certainly a drag on the results
last year,” chief executive John Slosar told
reporters. “In the first couple of months this
year, we haven’t seen anything that we could
call a sustained pick-up.”
Air freight, which is often seen as a leading indicator of economic growth, suffered
from weak demand on Cathay’s Asia-Europe
and Asia-US routes, Slosar said. Though
volume rose late in the year, overall that part
of the business lost money in 2012.
The price of fuel, Cathay’s biggest operational cost, rose 0.8 percent to account for 41
percent of its total operating costs last year,
the firm said in a statement.
It returned to profit in the second half of
2012, reversing a hefty first-half loss to report a net profit of USD$238.5 million for
the six months ended December.The carrier,
which traditionally generates most of its
profits from freight and its renowned premium passenger services, has cut costs by flying less frequently on some routes, and replacing fuel-thirsty planes with newer ones.

CATHAY SEES NO LASTING
CARGO RECOVERY
Cathay Pacific Airways, the world’s larg-

See Cargo News page 9
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BOEING SHANGHAI CELEBRATES
FIRST 737-300 PASSENGER TO
FREIGHT CONVERSION
Boeing Shanghai Aviation Services celebrated its first
737-300 passenger-to-freighter conversion for Kenya Airways with Aeronautical Engineers, Inc. at a redelivery ceremony.
The ceremony was held in Boeing Shanghai’s hangar
next to Pudong Airport.
“Boeing Shanghai is an important part of our still growing
presence in China,” Marc Allen, president of Boeing China,
said. “This major conversion milestone is not only the latest
development of Boeing Shanghai, but also a further step in
Boeing’s overarching partnership with China’s aviation industry, which now dates back more than 40 years.”
Boeing Shanghai began the conversion work on Kenya
Airways’ 737-300 in December and celebrated the cargo
door cutting completion in February. The modification was
conducted under an AEI Supplemental Type Certificate,
based on engineering data licensed from Boeing.
The second 737-300 from Kenya Airways has been inducted for conversion and is scheduled for redelivery in
June.

MULTI-FORWARDER
AGREEMENT PAVES
WAY FOR SHIFT TO
E-FREIGHT
IATA’s head of cargo business
process and standards, Frederic
Leger, describes recent agreement
on a new multilateral electronic air
waybill as “the biggest achievement
in standard-setting in air freight in 20
Frederic Leger
years.”
Standardization of the format for the e-AWB is expected
to accelerate the industry’s move toward paperless transportation. Before this, Leger says, carriers were confronted with
signing hundreds or even thousands of separate bilateral
agreements with individual forwarders.
Following a year-long development process culminating
in three months of trials that involved 15 carriers and eight
forwarders, the IATA/FIATA Consultative Council (IFCC)
endorsed the multilateral e-AWB agreement in February
with some minor amendments. IATA formally adopted the
agreement as its new Resolution 672 at the 35th Cargo Services Conference (CSC/35) in Doha, immediately ahead of
the World Cargo Symposium.
The agreement was this week filed with governments,
from whom IATA is seeking expedited approval in 30 days.
“We hope to go live before mid-year,” Leger says. “We see
e-Freight as essential for the future competitiveness of air
cargo, and the e-AWB is the cornerstone of e-Freight. Agreeing the multilateral e-AWB is a game changer, and should
go a long way toward reaching our target of the 20 percent
e-AWB adoption rate we have set as our target for 2013.”
While early adopters in the airline community, including Cathay Pacific, Singapore Airlines, Korean Air and
Singapore Airlines, overcame the logistical obstacles, they
commented that having to draft separate bilaterals with for-

VIRGIN ATLANTIC INVESTS IN A340600S
Virgin Atlantic Cargo officials say the introduction of
Airbus A340-600 aircraft on flights between London Heathrow Airport and Johannesburg’s OR Tambo International
Airport are having a big impact on freight operations. The
A340-600s offer four more tons of cargo capacity than the
Boeing 747s the carrier previously flew on the daily route.
Nick Jones, Virgin Atlantic Cargo’s head of sales, comments: “The extra capacity offered by the Airbus has enabled
us to support customers moving goods to the UK, Europe
and the United States”.
He says freight volumes southbound to Johannesburg
have been very strong in 2013, despite a quieter-than-normal
market. “From South Africa, heavy rains have impacted certain perishable traffic”, Jones continues, “but we continue
to attract a good level of general cargo, such as automotive
parts, mining equipment and pharmaceuticals”.
Fortunately, he says, Virgin Atlantic Cargo will have the
capacity to handle the influx of traffic since the A340-600s
are scheduled to remain on the Johannesburg service for another year.

CHANGI AIRPORT OFFERS
INCENTIVES FOR USE OF CARGO
FACILITIES
In response to the weak cargo industry worldwide, Changi Airport Group is extending support to its air cargo partners under the Changi Airport Growth Initiative.
From April 1 to Dec. 31, all scheduled freighter flights
See Caego News page 10

this

CARGOLUX INTRODUCES SERVICE TO
DALLAS/FT. WORTH
Cargolux will introduce a new air cargo service to Dallas/
Ft. Worth. The twice-a-week operation is flown with Cargolux’s new 747-8 freighters. The inaugural flight, as well as
all future Wednesday flights, will be routed via Hong Kong
and Baku, Azerbaijan and return to Luxembourg after going
to Dallas/Ft. Worth.
The second weekly service operates on Saturdays and is
routed via Mexico.
In addition to servicing this route, the 747-8 has also
reached a milestone with Cargolux. The 747-8 (pictured
above) has served its 100th airport just 16 months after
entering service. The aircraft, which was operated by Cargolux, arrived in Hanoi, Vietnam from Kuwait.
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CARGO AIRPORT
SERVICES SPONSORS
TRACK AT WORLD CARGO
SYMPOSIUM

From Page 9

Cargo Airport Services USA Management
attended and participated at the IATA World
Cargo Symposium in Doha, Qatar March 12
to 14, 2013.
This International event was hosted by
Qatar Airlines and was attended by global
industry leaders, speakers and delegates. The
focus of the 7th WORLD cargo Symposium
was on building the future of the industry
through modernization programs, the development of people, our carbon footprint, our
social responsibility and the economic impact of air freight to the world.
Cargo Airport Services was a track sponsor and made presentations on the importance
of technologies, paperless operations and the
continued development of E-Freight.
CAS IT Manager Vida Shaver and Chuck
Zhao provided interesting information and
background on the IT mobile technology,
called ePic, that CAS has developed to provide electronic efficiency to Carriers, Freight
Forwarders and Shippers.
Other track sessions included the relative
subjects of live animal transportation, time
and temperature tracking and radio frequency
technologies.
This IATA event attracted more than 900
attendees.

at Changi Airport will receive a 50 percent
landing fee rebate. This will be adjusted to
30 percent for the first quarter of 2014.
Beginning April 1, cargo tenants leasing
Changi cargo facilities at the Changi Airfreight Centre will receive rebates based on
cargo tonnage handled, up to 20 percent of
their rentals.
“Our partners in the cargo sector continue to face strong headwinds from the global
economic weakness,” Lee Seow Hiang,
Changi Airport Group’s CEO, said. “We
hope, with this support package, to alleviate their situation. We will monitor the market environment closely and work with our
partners to ride through the challenging period and at the same time try to find growth
opportunities in targeted cargo segments for
Changi Airport.”
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Aviation News
TRAVELERS PAY FOR
SYSTEM, LET IT WORK
Nicholas Calio,
President and
CEO, Airlines for
America
The American
people and our
economy depend
on a vibrant, efficient aviation sysNicholas Calio
tem. They pay for
it, too. In 2012 alone, airlines and passengers collectively paid nearly $19 billion in
taxes and fees to the Federal government, including $12.3 billion to the Federal Aviation
Administration, $2.3 billion to the Transportation Security Agency, and $360 million to
Customs and Border Protection.
These funds are meant to maintain the efficiency and safety of the aviation system, a
driver of jobs and economic growth. Rather
than working to ensure they go toward their
intended purpose, officials seem to be using
the current budget maelstrom as the poster
child for sequestration, ensuring that the
2 million people and 50,000 tons of cargo
that fly every day are impacted by projected
delays caused by arbitrary cuts to the CBP,
TSA and FAA budgets.
We understand cuts are required. We also
believe it is critical that CBP, TSA and FAA
realize cost savings from non-personnel
spending such as contractors, travel and supplies, as many other agencies have done.
This will ensure that the operational impacts

on the system are minimized, and savings
can still be achieved. Not doing so is both
ill advised and in stark contrast to how other
governments treat their airlines. Many foreign governments actively promote their airlines through favorable regulation, taxation
and infrastructure policies. As a result, our
global competitors are growing, reinvesting
and expanding at our expense.
At a time when our industry is supporting
10 million jobs and $1 trillion in economic
activity, is it really wise for government officials to be using it as an example of austerity? Of course not. Airlines and the economic
activity they help support have been critical
to our fledgling economic recovery. In fact,
every 100 airline jobs help support some 360
jobs outside of the airline industry.
We would like to do more, but several
factors beyond our control – including how
sequestration is implemented – are unfortunately holding us back. The combination of
planned furloughs, hiring freezes and reduction of overtime at FAA (including air traffic
controllers), TSA and CBP employees will
lead to delays that will reduce critical economic activity at a time when we can least
afford it.
Members of Congress have voiced their
strong belief that furloughs are not necessary to achieve these savings and directed
agencies to look at other areas such as travel, vendor contracts and supplies so that cuts
actually reduce costs, not economic growth.
For reasons still difficult to comprehend,
officials have continually rejected those suggestions, arguing that they won’t help. It’s
See Aviation News page 11
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the mission of these agencies to make our
aviation system work, not slow it down at
the expense of those who use and fund it every day.

THE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOWER MESS: SEPARATING
TRUTH FROM FICTION

eyes is that the amendment has the votes to
pass and that is what has him worried. If the
bill passes, people will not suffer; and this is
not in Harry’s playbook. People have to suffer and then they will vote, and in his calculation, the beneficiaries of this unhappiness
are his political allies.
There are people in Reid’s party who do
not share this “take no prisoners” thinking;
Senator Blumenthal of Connecticut is one.

He recognizes the urgency of the situation
and has been working with his state’s industry leaders and airports and to his credit, was
quick off the mark to work with Sen. Moran. This bipartisan group of Republican and
Democratic senators, joined by Blumenthal,
is backing legislation that would block federal aviation officials from eliminating funding for air traffic control towers, including
six in Connecticut. The FAA is targeting air

traffic control towers as part of $85 billion in
automatic federal budget cuts. Control towers in Connecticut that would be affected
are Danbury Municipal, Groton-New London, Hartford-Brainard, Sikorsky Memorial,
Tweed-New Haven and Waterbury-Oxford.
In news that is not directly connected
but is upsetting because it demonstrates
that there is money in the US Treasury. The
See Aviation News page 12

Joe Alba
CIn our crazy little
world where up is down
and black is white, we
are being treated to
an exercise of naked
political
gamesmanship. Democrat Senate
leader, Harry Reid has
blocked a vote on an
amendment that would
keep our nation’s Air
Traffic Control Towers open. He has done so
by shelving a vote on Senator Jerry Moran’s
amendment to fund the towers from discretionary FAA funding.
The amendment that would solve the
funding problem was written by Senator
Jerry Moran, Republican from Kansas and
it is co-sponsored by a number of influential
Democrats including Senator Richard Blumenthal, a Democrat from Connecticut. As
recently reported by the National Aviation
Trade Association (NATA), the amendment
enjoys unprecedented bipartisan support
and co-sponsors in the Senate (including 14
Democrats and 12 Republicans). NATA and
other aviation organizations have all worked
and advocated for a common sense approach
to reducing federal spending under sequestration.
“The real issue here…is about the safety
of Americans,” Sen. Moran said during debate on the floor of the Senate. “If it’s true
that the reason this amendment is not being
considered is because we want to prove a
point that there is no money to be cut – that
sequestration is a bad idea… then it’s a very
dangerous way to try to prove a point.”
“Prove your point in the argument and
debate about the merits of spending…” Sen.
Moran continued.
NATA and other aviation organizations
have all worked and advocated for a common sense approach to reducing federal
spending under sequestration.
The mistake
that these well
meaning Senators are making
is thinking that
Harry Reid and
his ilk are looking for a solution. But this
is not the case.
The essence of
the real problem in Reid’s
Senator Harry Reid
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money is available; but not available to Americans. A few
days ago, while the sequester issue was being debated, the
Federal government found $500 Million dollars to give to
the Palestine Authority. I came across this in a Government
publication last week; “The United States has quietly unblocked almost $500 million in aid to the Palestinian Authority which had been frozen by Congress for months, a top
US official said.”
Let me understand this; while
American Taxpayers have to wait
on lines, and risk an accident due
to the closure of a Air Traffic Control Tower, we are sending a half
billion dollars to a…. what is it,
it’s not a country. How about this
solution; why not block the money to the Middle-East and give the
Senator Jerry Moran funds to the FAA Air Traffic operations and workers who have to
go on furlough.
As Nicholas Calio, CEO of Airlines for America points
out in his column in this month’s Airport Press, the United
States government appears to have a thing about America’s
aviation industry, and for the taxpayers who utilize it. This
government seems to harbor special disregard for aviation.
I wonder if this is so because they think the clients of air
travel and air freight are the so called 1% and they have lots
of bucks so let them take the hit. They can afford it.
Put the Moran bill on the floor for vote. It will pass. There
is lots of discretionary money in budget to keep the towers
and other essential operations going forward.
And about our budget; maybe we can begin by cutting
back on the excessive spending by our leaders including the
one day $585 thousand dollar hotel bill and a $321 thousand
limo bill of VP Biden while he was in Paris. The sum of
those amounts alone could have kept several additional tow-

ers open for the year.*
There are some real heroes and villains in this drama and
it’s about time the American people recognized one from the
other.
( * UK Daily Mail on line: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-2297650/Joe-Bidens-hotel-night-Paris-whopping-585-000.html?ito=feeds-newsxml ) Wolf Blitzer CNN
Situation Room on 3/24/2013)

BOEING TO INSTALL IMPROVED
BATTERIES WITHIN WEEKS
Improved lithium ion batteries for Boeing 787s could be
installed in the aircraft within the next few weeks, Boeing
announced. A set of improvements that will add safety features to the batteries are in production. New enclosures for
787 batteries also are being built and will be installed in airplanes in the weeks ahead.
These improvements will allow operators to resume commercial flights with 787s as soon as testing is complete and
the Federal Aviation Administration and other international
regulators grant final approval.
“As soon as our testing is complete and we obtain regulatory approvals, we will be positioned to help our customers
implement these changes and begin the process of getting
their 787s back in the air,” Boeing Commercial Airplanes
president and CEO Ray Conner said.
Battery system changes include changes to the battery
itself, the battery-charging unit and the battery installation.

BOEING CONSOLIDATES FLIGHT
TRAINING IN MIAMI
Boeing is consolidating flight training capabilities in
North America – including 787 flight and maintenance training – at the Boeing Flight Services training campus in Miami.
Boeing will relocate all full-flight simulators and other
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devices from Seattle to Miami,
starting
with
two 787 training
suites. Miami is
Boeing’s
largest commercial
aviation training
campus and is a
preferred training location for
The Flight Services Seattle campus
customers based
provides customer training on two 787
in Latin Amerifull-flight simulators and a number of
ca, the U.S., the
other airplane models. Pictured here
Middle East and
is simulator bay at the Renton, Wash. Europe.
facility.
“This is about
getting close to
our customers, doing what is right for them and bringing
them the best product support and services in the industry,”
said Sherry Carbary, vice president, flight services, commercial aviation services.
The Miami facility is one of the largest commercial flight
training campuses in the world.

CANADA’S
BOMBARDIER JOINS
DOGFIGHT FOR JET
MARKET WITH NEW
PLANE
Bombardier is not a name
many associate with commercial
flight. The Canadian plane manufacturer, which for years
has based its business on its smaller, regional jets, has not
traditionally been in a position to challenge the likes of Airbus and Boeing when it comes to providing larger carriers.
All of that could to change, however, as the company is
scheduled to test fly its first C-series jet this June.
Bombardier is banking a lot on their new planes, which
cost them $3.4 billion to produce. The sizable investment
seems paltry, however, when compared to the size of the
market they hope to penetrate: aircraft that seat 100 to 150
make up a $2 trillion industry.
Bombardier is hoping to scoop up half of that. With their
C-series priced considerably below their competition (the
$61 million price tag is 30% cheaper than what Airbus and
Boeing charge for similar models), they stand a pretty good
chance.
“It’s an aggressive world. We’ve got to differentiate ourselves with the right product,” notes Mike Arcamone, the
president of Bombardier Commercial Aircraft.
The company claims the new planes will not only burn
20% less fuel, but will also have 25% fewer operating cost
than their rivals’. They’ve already pulled in over 350 orders,
with Korean Air, airBaltic and Luxair first in line to add the
planes to their fleet.

A4A OPPOSES TSA TAX HIKE,
CALLING IT A LOSE-LOSE FOR
PASSENGERS, AIRLINES AND THE
ECONOMY
Supports Call for Efficiency Improvements
Airlines for America (A4A), the industry trade organization for the leading U.S. airlines, today supported calls
See Aviation News page 13
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efficiency improvements within the TSA, while strongly
urging House Republicans not to punish passengers, shippers and airlines by doubling the TSA passenger security tax
in their budget proposal.
“Air travel today is already taxed at a federal rate higher
than those for alcohol and tobacco, products that are taxed to
discourage their use. It’s illogical that the House Republican
budget would single out the airline industry for a tax hike
that Congress has rejected on five previous occasions – it’s

a lose-lose for passengers, airlines and the economy,” said
A4A President and CEO Nicholas E. Calio. “As partners with
the TSA, we are fully supportive of risk-based measures and
agree greater efficiencies can be achieved while improving
safety and the customer experience. A4A commends Chairman Ryan and his Republican colleagues for recognizing
that TSA’s cost efficiency goals can be met while maintaining the highest passenger and baggage screening standards
– which is a key component in ensuring aviation security
around the world.”
Calio noted that TSA’s budget has increased by 18 per-

cent since 2007, yet passenger traffic has decreased over that
time. Language included in the House Republican budget
proposal notes this as well, but despite that, still suggests
increasing TSA taxes from $2.50 to $5 per flight, costing airline passengers more than $730 million annually in addition
to the $2.3 billion already paid today. A4A believes full implementation of programs that take a risk-based approach to
security, such as TSA PreCheck for passengers and Known
Crewmember for pilots and flight attendants will enhance
security and screening efficiency and are a more appropriate
way to help drive down TSA operating costs.

Airline News
JETBLUE’S PREMIUM-SEAT PLAN
CEDES COACH-ONLY TO SOUTHWEST
JetBlue Airways will add premium seats on some transcontinental jets, leaving Southwest Airlines as the lone airline among the seven biggest U.S. carriers with coach-only
service. JetBlue will offer the premium seats and Wi-Fi Internet service on daytime flights between New York’s John
F. Kennedy airport and Los Angeles and San Francisco starting next year, Chief Commercial Officer Robin Hayes said
at an investor event in New York.
He didn’t elaborate on how many seats or whether the
company plans a separate first-class cabin. The carrier will
share more details later this year, he said.
The move will boost revenue and help JetBlue compete
with United Continental, Delta Air Lines and American Airlines. All three have first-class cabins and compete for passengers in JetBlue’s hometown of New York, the nation’s
busiest aviation market. JetBlue needs premium seats “to be
truly competitive” on transcontinental service, Hayes said.
The top route from New York’s John F. Kennedy Airport
is Los Angeles, followed by San Francisco, according to the
Bureau of Transportation Statistics.

IAG SAYS 777X A ‘PERFECT FIT’ FOR
PARTS OF NETWORK
International Airlines Group (IAG) CEO Willie Walsh
says it is highly likely his company will place an order for
the proposed Boeing 777X. “Based on what I have seen, it
is almost inevitable that it is an aircraft that we will have in
our fleet at some stage. It looks like a perfect fit for some of
what British Airways [BA] would require.”
Walsh also says it is “unlikely” that BA would take additional Airbus A380s or look at the Boeing 747-8 even as
it contemplates a fleet replacement for about 30 747-400s
and, eventually, the 46 777-200ERs in operation. A separate
fleet renewal program is pending at IAG’s Iberia division,
although its Spanish unit’s plan is subject to a successful

.

restructuring.
Walsh indicates that IAG will make a decision at least on
the BA fleet plan sooner rather than later. “We don’t have an
immediate issue, but given the delivery time frames, we are
not looking to delay [the decision],” Walsh says. “We have
been in detailed discussions with both manufacturers and the
engine suppliers in recent months, and we have as much visibility at this stage about what options are available to us as
we are likely to get,” the CEO adds.
The choice is likely to be between the 777-9X and the
Airbus A350-900 and -1000. Walsh says he is pleased with
the performance of BA’s 777-300ERs, noting that “if I’m
honest, the regret I have is that we did not get the 777300ERs earlier.” BA is operating the -300ER in a 297-seat
configuration, just two fewer seats than the 747-400s.

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES LAUNCHES
NEW AD CAMPAIGN
Southwest Airlines is rolling out a new advertising campaign that the carrier says “tells the story of how Southwest
became America’s largest domestic airline.”
Southwest also uses the ad campaign to spotlight “recent
See Airline News page 14
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product improvements” that include in-flight
WiFi, Live TV, new Boeing jets and changes
to the carrier’s Rapid Rewards frequent-flier
program.
“Southwest shares certain values with
its Customers — hard work, perseverance,
and the relentless pursuit of finding a better
way. These values have been the basis for
how Southwest has led the industry, and we
translated that vision into a reality with these
new ads,” Bob Jordan, Southwest Airlines’
chief commercial officer, says in a release.
“Southwest carries more domestic customers than any other airline and this new campaign showcases the impact we make on
customers every time they step on board a
Southwest flight.”
The ads — which Southwest says will air
for eight weeks — kicked off March 19th
during the opening games of the NCAA
Tournament, which will air on truTV. The
ads will run during all rounds of the NCAA
Tournament, which will be aired on a combination of the CBS, TBS, TNT and truTV
networks.
Southwest ads include a 60-second
launch spot that, in the company’s words,
“highlights how the airline has continually
strived to be better for its Customers.”
Other national ads will focus on the carrier’s frequent-flier program and on its inflight experience, with the latter touching
on WiFi availability and the modern cabins
of Southwest’s new Boeing 737-800s. “The
campaign reinvigorates the Southwest Airlines brand and reveals its story as one that
people may not perceive it to be,” the company says in a press release.

LAWMAKERS PRESSURE
MERGING AIRLINES NOT TO
CUT FLIGHTS TO MID-SIZED
CITIES
Lawmakers in the Senate jockeyed to
protect flights to midsized cities in their districts as they reviewed a proposed merger
between U.S. Airways and American Airlines. Representatives for the two airlines

were
testifying
before the Senate
Judiciary Committee’s panel that
reviews potential
antitrust law violations.
They were peppered with questions about what
the potential combination
would
Senator Amy Klobuchar mean for flight
service to airports
in their districts that were not in large metropolitan areas.
“There will always be ample competition between major cities like New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles,” said Sen. Amy
Klobuchar (D-Minn.), chairwoman of the
Senate Judiciary subcommittee on Antitrust,
Competition Policy and Consumer Rights.
“We all know that. But what about cities
like Minneapolis or cities like Cincinnati,
Memphis, Milwaukee and Pittsburgh? What
about a city like Rochester, Minn., home of
the Mayo Clinic that’s currently served by
American Airlines?”
The $11 billion merger between U.S. Airways and American Airlines, which was announced on Valentine’s Day, is expected to
win approval from federal regulators.

RYANAIR IN RECORD
AIRCRAFT ACQUISTION
FROM B OEING
175 737-800’s purchased
Budget Irish airline Ryanair handed Boeing its largest European order ever, a deal for
175 jets worth $16 billion at list prices that
boosts the U.S. planemaker’s fortunes and
strengthens the Irish carrier’s domination of
Europe’s low-cost market. The provisional
deal marks a significant commitment from
Europe’s largest discount carrier in the face
of fresh concerns about the economy, highlighted by a looming bailout in Cyprus.
The order for current-generation Boeing
737-800s will increase Ryanair’s fleet to 400

planes from 300 at present, as 75 old planes
are retired in coming years, allowing the
carrier to increase passenger numbers by 25
percent over the next five years as rivals plan
capacity cuts.
The deal, which must be confirmed and
then approved by Ryanair shareholders,
maintains the Irish airline as one of the few
remaining all-Boeing carriers. It also is a
welcome lift to Boeing after Indonesia’s
Lion Air on Monday picked European rival Airbus in a $24 billion firm mega-order.
Lion Air had been an exclusively Boeing
customer for jets.
The industry benchmark 737-800, a 189seat jet whose main competitor is the Airbus
A320, is worth $89.1 million at list prices,
but large orders attract steep discounts and
industry appraisers value the plane closer to
$40 million.
“This deal embeds our cost advantage
and pricing advantage over our European
competitors,” Ryanair Chief Executive Michael O’Leary said. “Hopefully it will help
refocus people’s minds on the fact that Boeing continues to deliver great aircraft and is
growing strongly, rather than a minor issue
on the 787,” he said.
O’Leary, who has a reputation for securing bargain aircraft orders during industry
slumps, declined to say how much of a discount he obtained for the order. But he said
Boeing’s struggles with the 787 had created
an opportunity for both sides.

EASYJET CEO THREATENS
TO SHELVE AIRCRAFT
ORDER
EasyJet will abandon plans to upgrade its
fleet with updated Airbus or Boeing jets if
terms offered by the plane makers are not
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CEO Carolyn McCall
satisfactory, the airline’s chief executive
said. EasyJet has completed a technical evaluation of the re-engined A320neo and 737
MAX and is in talks with Airbus and Boeing
about a significant expansion of its fleet.
“We have a young fleet and don’t have
to do a deal unless the terms are exactly
what we want,” CEO Carolyn McCall told
reporters aboard the airline’s inaugural flight
between London and Moscow. “A new generation of planes will become available from
2018... so we could always look beyond the
neo and the MAX.”
EasyJet’s founder and largest shareholder
Stelios Haji-Ioannou has been critical of
many of its plans, including in fleet expansion.
McCall said EasyJet was under no time
pressure as it has a deal in place with Airbus
allowing it to buy more current generation
aircraft from now until 2018. These options
put EasyJet “in a very strong bargaining position.”
EasyJet, which operates an all-Airbus
fleet of 213 aircraft, wants to remain a single-manufacturer fleet, but is considering
moving entirely to Boeing planes.
If Boeing were to be successful it would
have to cover the cost of easyJet having a
dual fleet for a certain period of time. Operating a single manufacturer fleet saves an
airline on maintenance and training costs.
“For Boeing it’s all about the bridge what can they offer us and how can they
manage the transition?,” said McCall. “It
will be harder for them to win our custom,
but they are not just a stalking horse in this.”
The budget airline is also in talks with
Bombardier about buying some smaller jets,
McCall said.
See Airline News page 15
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HUNDREDS OF LUFTHANSA
FLIGHTS CANCELLED
Lufthansa has had to cancel almost 700
flights as workers went on strike to put pressure on the airline ahead of a new round of
wage talks. The strike, announced by the
Verdi union lasted 24 hours but during one
of the busier periods in Lufthansa’s European route schedule.
“We viewed this strike as disproportionate at this time. Talks were scheduled for the
following day and the exchange of demands
has only just started,” a spokesman for Lufthansa said.
Lufthansa said it aimed to get most in-

tercontinental flights off the ground despite
the strike. In negotiations that started last
month, Verdi is demanding a 5.2 percent
increase in wages for 12 months for 33,000
employees at Lufthansa Cargo, Lufthansa
Technik, Lufthansa Systems, catering unit
LSG Sky Chefs and ground crews. It also
wants a commitment by Lufthansa to safeguard jobs.
Lufthansa, has said it wants to freeze pay
and ask employees to work one hour more
each week to help it to remain competitive
in a tough market.

KLM REDESIGNS BUSINESS
CLASS ON BOEING 747400S
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines has introduced its new world business class interior,
featuring new full-flat seats, carpeting, panel
decorations, curtains, lighting, blankets,
cushions and upholstery. KLM said the fullflat Diamond Seat, manufactured by BE
Aerospace, is positioned to ensure greater
privacy. The number of seats in world business class will be reduced from 42 to 35
aboard 22 Boeing 747-400s.
The new carpet is made partly of discarded KLM ladies’ uniforms. The airline said

it recycles all of its carpets in collaboration
with carpet manufacturer Desso.
The new design will be inaugurated in
July, and the entire 747-400 fleet should see
interior redesign completion by April 2014.

ANA WANTS BOEING CASH,
RATHER THAN DISCOUNTS,
FOR 787 GROUNDING:
SOURCE
All Nippon Airways, the biggest customer for Boeing Co’s 787 Dreamliner, wants
the planemaker to compensate it in cash,
rather than discounts on future purchases,
for losses racked up since the aircraft was
grounded worldwide in mid-January, said a
person familiar with ANA’s intention.
All 50 Dreamliners have been idled for
two months after separate incidents with the
plane’s battery at a U.S. airport and on a domestic flight in Japan. ANA operates 17 of
those aircraft and has likely been hardest hit
by having the plane out of service. The airline has canceled more than 3,600 flights to
the end of May.
“ANA would prefer to have the cash,”
said the person, who asked not to be identified, adding that compensation talks with

Boeing had not yet begun.
“This is not something we have disclosed,” said ANA spokesman Ryosei Nomura. “Nothing has been decided regarding
future talks with Boeing.”
Boeing has yet to say if it will compensate carriers for lost revenue from the 787’s
grounding. Nor has it indicated how it would
do this or how much it might pay. Persuading customers to accept discounts on future
aircraft purchases would allow Boeing to
spread any reimbursement costs over several
years. Airlines, though, may see cash compensation as a quicker way to make up for
their losses.
Boeing declined to comment on compensation issues. “There’s a singular focus
on getting the airplanes returned to service.
Our customers want that and we’re working
hard to achieve that,” said spokesman Marc
Birtel.

Names in the News
AMERICAN SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING NAMES
CHARLES P. DOUGHERTY
PRESIDENT AND CEO
American Science and Engineering a supplier of X-ray detection solutions for government agencies, corporations and military
organizations worldwide, announced that
Charles P. Dougherty has been named
President and Chief
Executive
Officer,
replacing Anthony R.
Fabiano, who is retiring.
Dougherty
will
become CEO on
Charles P. Dougherty April 8, 2013. The
company’s directors
plan to elect him to the board that day.
Dougherty, 50, has been building telecommunications, fiber-optic and electronics-manufacturing businesses for more than
30 years. He most recently was President of
Tyco Electronic Corp.’s Communications
and Industrial Segment, a global manufacturing business that annually sells $4.5
billion worth of products in the industrial,
telecommunications, consumer-electronics,
medical-devices and solar-energy markets.
Dougherty began his career at General
Instrument, where in the 1980s he helped
build one of the country’s leading broadband
networking businesses. When General In-

strument was acquired by Motorola in 2000,
he took charge of Motorola’s Voice-Over IP
capability and built it into Motorola’s Voice
and Data Solutions, a premier provider of
end-to-end IP networking businesses today.
Denis R. Brown, Chairman of the AS&E
Board, said, “We are particularly excited by
Mr. Dougherty’s experience building technology businesses with operations and markets around the world. We look forward to
collaborating closely with him as he works
to expand our company’s technology, revenue and global marketing reach.”
Dougherty received a Bachelor’s of
Business Administration from the Wharton School of Business at the University of
Pennsylvania and a Master’s of Business
Administration from Villanova University.

FROM TYPEWRITER
SALESMAN TO AIRLINE
CEO
Rusdi Kirana, who placed a USD$24
billion Airbus order has blazed a trail from
teenage typewriter salesman to airline boss
courted by leaders on both sides of the Atlantic. Together with a USD$21 billion Boeing order barely a year ago, the sums spent
by his Indonesian low-cost carrier, Lion Air,
would easily cover Europe’s new bailout of
Cyprus -- even after steep discounts.
Yet despite receiving the kind of welcome in France normally reserved for heads
of government, the publicity-shy billionaire
is not one to swoon at the sight of a red carpet. “I am glad to be here but I am more in-

terested in the housing I am
building for my staff and their
families,” Kirana told reporters after signing the deal in an
ornate reception hall.
The 49-year-old has now
placed record orders with
both of the big two global
jet manufacturers, but until
recently flew economy class
himself and prefers to talk
about his modest upbringing
and simple lifestyle.
“I prefer flying economy
but sometimes it makes my
suppliers uneasy. I don’t want to upset the
manufacturers,” Kirana said. It is not always
easy to know when Kirana is being serious.
He remains something of an enigma -and his brother Kusnan even more so. Together they started Indonesia’s largest domestic and low-cost airline with just one jet
12 years ago.

SPIRIT AERO NAMES NEW
CHIEF EXEC
Spirit AeroSystems named Larry Lawson as its new chief executive and president,
a day after Lockheed said it was replacing
Lawson as the head of its aeronautics division.
Lawson, 55, is due to start his new job
at Spirit on April 6, the day after he leaves
Lockheed.
He will succeed Jeff Turner, who has been
CEO of Spirit since its formation in 2005.

CEO Larry Lawson
Wichita, Kansas-based Spirit makes fuselages, propulsion systems and other parts for
commercial aircraft. Turner announced last
year that he planned to retire.
Spirit board chairman Bob Johnson said
the company was looking for a CEO with a
strong record of operating and financial performance on mature and new aircraft programs, who could help the company grow
in the expanding commercial market. “Larry
met all of the board’s criteria,” Johnson said
in a statement. “He is a well-known and
highly respected leader... and has outstanding experience managing multiple premier
aircraft platforms efficiently and profitably
across a large-scale business.”
Lawson began his career as a flight control engineer working on the F-15 Eagle at
McDonnell Douglas, which later became
part of Boeing. He also oversaw the F-16
and F-22 fighter programmes at Lockheed
See Names in the News page 16
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before heading the F-35 for two years. He had been in his
job as executive vice president of Lockheed’s aeronautics
business for just under a year.

STAR ALLIANCE
ELECTS NEW
CHAIRMAN

CEO Calin Rovinescu

Star Alliance has elected Air Canada president and CEO Calin Rovinescu as the new chairman of the Star
Alliance chief executive board.
Star Alliance has elected Air Can-

ada president and CEO Calin Rovinescu as the new chairman of the Star Alliance chief executive board. He succeeds
Air New Zealand CEO Rob Fyfe, who has held the post for
the last two years. Fyfe plans to retire from Air New Zealand
at the end of the year after seven years.
“The alliance needs be careful steering in these testing
times for the aviation industry and Calin is an excellent
choice to lead the group through the challenges in these turbulent times.

MURMANN TO LEAD SCHENKER AIR
AND OCEAN FREIGHT
Schenker AG’s supervisory board has appointed Heiner
Murmann to its management board, effective May 1. He will

be responsible for the Deutsche Bahn subsidiary’s air and
ocean freight.
Murmann began working for the German logistics company in 1992, first at Stinnes AG in Mülheim an der Ruhr,
Germany, and in New York. He transferred to Canada in
1996, assuming responsibility for developing the national
company there. Three years later, he was appointed CEO
of Schenker of Canada. In late 2003, he also became CEO
of Schenker, DB Schenker’s national company in the U.S.
When BAX Global was acquired and integrated, he took on
responsibility for North American operations.
Thomas C. Lieb, who is currently responsible for global
air and ocean freight, will be focusing on his position as
CEO of Schenker AG in the future.

Security News
DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
HIGHLIGHTS SAFETY
AS TOP MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGE
Enhancing aviation and surface safety
remains the top priority for the U.S. Department of Transportation, concluded the
department’s Inspector General in a recent
report of the agency’s top management challenges. The IG acknowledges, however, that
while the DOT has made progress on safety,
“it is faced with challenges to fine-tune how
it collects, verifies and uses safety data, and
to bolster its industry oversight with respect
to aircraft maintenance, inspector resources
and pilot performance and training.” It also
raised similar concerns about data collection
and analysis at the FAA.
The IG believes that the DOT has moved
in the right direction by “meeting new airline safety requirements to advance voluntary safety programs at air carriers and improve pilot rest requirements,” but believes
the department has not done enough “to
maximize [the use of] existing data to identify trends and root causes of safety issues,
enhance risk-based oversight at carriers and
repair stations and mitigate air traffic controller fatigue.”
Another concern yet to be addressed is
how to mitigate the rising number of operational errors made by air traffic controllers.
The IG said while the total number of operational errors has remained at 2009-2010
levels, the most serious mistakes have continued to rise in number.

LOADED GUN FALLS
FROM CHECKED BAG AT
CHARLOTTE AIRPORT

The handgun - a .25 caliber semiautomatic - had a bullet in the chamber and
a fully loaded clip when it was Spotted
A loaded handgun fell out of a checked
bag as it was being loaded on to a US Airways flight departing from Charlotte. The
incident illustrates what some safety experts

have called a potential weakness in federal
safety precautions: Checked bags are examined for explosives but not for loaded guns.
Under federal rules, passengers can carry
firearms in checked luggage, provided the
guns are unloaded and are in locked, hardsided cases. The gun found Tuesday was not
in a locked, hard-sided case, according to a
US Airways employee who asked not to be
named because he isn’t authorized to talk
with the press.
The handgun -- a .25 caliber semiauto-

matic -- had a bullet in the chamber and a
fully loaded clip when it was found inside
the airplane’s baggage compartment, the
employee said. The gun fell from an unzipped outer pocket of a bag, landing on the
floor near two US Airways employees who
were loading the plane, he said. The gun’s
safety switch was on.
“Let’s assume the gun didn’t have a safety on, and it discharged,” the employee said.
“What if a stray bullet hits a US Airways
employee in the chest and kills them?”

US Airways spokeswoman Michelle
Moore confirmed that employees found
a gun that fell out of a bag that had been
checked on to Flight 381. That flight departed Charlotte Douglas International Airport
for Las Vegas at about 6:50 p.m. Tuesday.
Jon Allen, a spokesperson for the Transportation Security Administration, declined
to say whether TSA officials should have
caught the gun, or whether the agency would
investigate.
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Name that Plane & Name that Airport
March Name that Plane

This month’s contest features a commuter jet that you
may not see flying domestic US routes but you may in other
parts of the world.
The winner of last month’s contest for the Airport identification is Tony Milligo, a Federal Attorney from Jamaica,
NY. I am going to add some of Dan Carbonaro’s (PAPD retired) description because as usual he has lots of great information that I have no idea where he finds it.
The winner of the traditional name that plane is Dan himself. One of our contributors Brian Pinnola of informed us
that his mom worked for Grumman while they were building the airplane and has always been a fan of this particular
aircraft.
The Airport entry is as follows;
And the Aircraft winning entry is as follows: Gibraltar
International Airport or North Front Airport (IATA: GIB,
ICAO: LXGB) is the civilian airport that serves the British overseas territory of Gibraltar. The runway is owned by
the Ministry of Defense for use by the Royal Air Force as
RAF Gibraltar. Civilian operators use the airport; currently
the only scheduled flights operate to the United Kingdom.
Passengers depart and arrive through the civilian-operated
terminal. NATS hold the contract for provision of air navigation services at LXGB.
In 2004 the airport handled 314,375 passengers. Winston
Churchill Avenue intersects the airport runway, and con-

April Name that Plane

sequently has to be closed every
time a plane lands or departs. The
History Channel program Most
Extreme Airports ranks it as the
fifth most dangerous airport in the
world and the most dangerous in
Europe.
The airport was constructed
during World War II upon the territory’s race course (introduced
by the Maltese), when Gibraltar
was an important naval base for
the British. Originally opened in
1939, it was only an emergency
airfield for the Royal Navy’s Fleet
Air Arm. However, the runway
was later extended by reclaiming some land from the Bay of
Gibraltar using rock blasted from
the Rock of Gibraltar while carrying out works on military tunnels.
This last major extension of the
runway allowed larger aircraft to
land at Gibraltar.
Spain’s continuing sovereignty
dispute with the United Kingdom
over the territory where the airport stands (different from the
generic one on Gibraltar itself) has seriously affected the airport’s operations. On 2 December 1987, an agreement was
signed between the governments of the United Kingdom and
Spain to allow the joint civil use of the airport. The agreement foresaw the building of a new terminal in the neighboring Spanish municipality of La Línea de la Concepción adjacent to the northern side of the existing frontier. However,
the agreement was blocked by the Government of Gibraltar,
led from 1988 by Joe Bossano. As a result, the agreement
was never implemented.
Since then, Spain successfully excluded Gibraltar from
European wide de-regulation initiatives, preventing direct
links from Gibraltar to the rest of the European Union (except the United Kingdom), on the grounds that no regulation that somehow recognizes the sovereignty of the United
Kingdom over the Gibraltar peninsula may be implemented
without a previous agreement on the airport.
The road across the runway is constraining to operations
at the airport, especially with the increase in operations since
the Córdoba Agreement. Prior to this agreement, only three
flights operated daily to Gatwick and Luton, and three flights
a week to Manchester. On busy days, at present, some seven

flights now arrive and depart. If the average time the road is
closed for an aircraft to land or depart is ten minutes, then on
certain days the road can be closed for over two hours.
Other correct entries received from Victoria Garcia, Aerolineas Argentina(retired), Gaspar Millan, Lan Airlines,
The Aircraft entry is as follows:
The Grumman C-2 Greyhound is a twin-engine, highwing cargo aircraft, designed to carry supplies and mail to
and from aircraft carriers of the United States Navy. Its primary mission is carrier onboard delivery. The aircraft provides critical logistics support to carrier strike groups. The
aircraft is mainly used to transport high-priority cargo, mail
and passengers between carriers and shore bases, and can
also deliver cargo like jet engines and special stores.
Prototype C-2s first flew in 1964 and production followed the next year. The initial Greyhound aircraft were
overhauled in 1973. More C-2s were ordered in the 1980s.
Further improvements to the C-2 have followed.
The C-2 Greyhound, a derivative of the E-2 Hawk-eye,
shares wings and power plants with the E-2 but has a widened fuselage with a rear loading ramp. The first of two
prototypes flew in 1964. After successful testing, Grumman
began production of the aircraft in 1965. The C-2 replaced
the piston-engined C-1 Trader in the COD role. The original
C-2A aircraft were overhauled to extend their operational
life in 1973.
The aircraft has four vertical stabilizers because of aircraft carrier hangar deck height restrictions. Only three of
these stabilizers have working rudders. For adequate directional control of an aircraft of this size, a single rudder would
have been too tall. It also places the outboard rudder surfaces
directly in line with the propeller wash, providing effective
yaw control even as the plane’s airspeed approaches zero, as
during takeoff and landing.
In 1984, the Navy ordered 39 new C-2A aircraft to replace older airframes. Dubbed the reprocessed C-2A due to
the similarity to the original, the new aircraft has airframe
improvements and better avionics. The older C-2As were
phased out in 1987, and the last of the new models was delivered in 1990.
The C-2 Greyhound is still in service and is anticipated to
continue as a key element in fleet logistics.
Other correct entries received from Don Gibbons, Beecham Air Logistics, Jamaica, NY, Arnold Kuchner, Republic Air, E. Islip, NY, John McDermott, Customs and Border
Protection
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Finance
How to Determine If a
Home Equity Loan Is Right
for You
By Thomas J. O’Shea
Home Equity Loans are financial vehicles created to help homeowners borrow
money against the equity in their homes.
There are two types of home equity loans –
Home Equity Loans and Home Equity Lines
of Credit.
A Home Equity Loan can be a great financial vehicle to help you achieve some of
your financial goals. It allows you to borrow money against your home for financial
needs you’ll face at the different stages in
your life. You may need extra funds to help
consolidate debt, to make home improvements, to pay for college tuition, or to plan
your child’s special wedding.
The first step in determining if this type
of loan is right for you is determining if you
have equity in your home right now. Chances are if you’ve owned your home for more
than a few years, you may. A simple formula
for determining your home equity is to subtract the amount of the mortgage balance
from the current fair market value of your
home. In other words, your equity increases
as your mortgage balance decreases. If your
home has been appraised for $250,000.00
and you owe $150,000.00 on your mortgage,
your equity is $100,000.00. Actually, there
is a bit more to it. For example, consider
the fact that many homeowners have liens

or second mortgages on their homes. These
amounts must also be subtracted from the
appraised value to determine home equity
accurately.
Once you’ve determined that you have
equity in your home, this is where you
can put it to work for you. You can borrow against it for home renovations, debt
consolidation, college tuition, or for things
like investments in business ventures. You
may borrow up to 80% of the equity in your
home, so the next step is determining if you
should take out a loan or line of credit.
A Home Equity Loan will give you one
lump sum and will offer the same monthly
payments for the life of the loan.
The second home equity vehicle is a
Home Equity Line of Credit. A Home Equity Line of Credit will offer a variable rate
and a revolving line of credit. This offers
flexibility because borrowers can access
money repeatedly and in varying amounts as
needed. Once opened it operates like a credit
card – you’re given a credit limit that you
can borrow against, and paying down your
debt frees up more credit that you can potentially spend. Home Equity Lines of Credit
have variable interest rates that are typically
tied to the prime rate. Many people use their
lines of credit to help carry them through
tough times like after a job loss. It is important to remember that your home is the collateral for these loans so you should consider
this type of financing carefully.
The rate environment will often times

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
BELLE HARBOR

LONG BEACH

2BR, cozy walk-in apartment w/ separate entrance,
kitchen and living room. No smoking. Includes heat/

Thomas J. O’Shea is the CEO/president of
Aspire Federal Credit Union. Aspire is a
not-for-profi t fi nancial cooperative serving
the greater JFK area.
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Debt consolidation

44%
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Home improvement
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Automobile
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Investment
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Business expense

1%

1%

Medical
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1%

Vacation
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9%

Other, don't know

11%

Source: Consumer Bankers Association

Prologis
16,000 Square Feet Warehouse Space For Lease in Building 77

cable. Near bus/train. Owner 347-361-9058. $1,200.00.
Ref & Credit Check required.

HOWARD BEACH

As with anything in life, use your home
equity loan in moderation. Don’t use it to
live beyond your means; use it to help you
manage your finances. Talk to your trusted
financial advisor before deciding if a home
equity loan or line of credit is right for you.
It can be a smart financial vehicle for you.

JFK Cargo Centers at Building 75 & 77

Classified

Attn: Flight Attendants/Pilots
Crash in your own room. 2nd fl. apt. in pretty Belle
Harbor House.(The
Rockaways) Beach block.You have main residence
elsewhere. Prefer
mature adult. $600 utilities included. Call 917-309-8673

dictate what type of loan will be best for
you, so it is important to review all options
including what fees are associated with each
so you can determine which is best for your
situation.
Keep some headroom. You should try
to keep a cushion of at least 20% equity
in your home. If your combined mortgage
and home-equity borrowing exceeds that
amount, you’ll pay higher interest rates.
You’re also cutting yourself off from an important source of funds in an emergency.

Eastern Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica NY 11430
15,000 Square Feet of Office Space for Lease in Building 75
Hanger Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica, NY 11430

Spacious 1 BR apt, EIK, full bath,1 block from beach,
newly renovated w/terrace & some ocean view. Hardwood
flrs, 2nd floor, lots of closets. Near shops & transp. 15
mins to JFK. Single person / no pets / no smokers / heat
& elec incl. Available April 3. $1,450/mo. Call Margaret
at Tel. 917-693-4980 or 718-721-8112.

SOUTH OZONE PARK
4 BR, Furnished, includes central air: preferred pilot/
flight attendant. Tel: 718-487-4961

Brian Pinnola says...
“The economy is beginning to move why aren’t you?”
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16,480sfwarehouse/office
2Landsidetruckdocks
1AirsideRampDoor
1Widebodyaircraftparkingspot
Flexibleterms

15,000sfofficespace
Smallestunitunder900sf
Securedareaparkinglot
MassTransitQ3andCargoShuttle
Flexibleterms








Prologis
Bob Caton
email: bcaton@prologis.com
ph +1 718-709-5600 Ext 5611
fax +1 718-732-2949
JFK International Airport, Building 77
Jamaica, NY 11430 USA
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DELTA SKY CLUB GETS NEW TERRACE

D

elta Air Lines recently unveiled
plans to construct its first-ever outdoor airport terrace called “The Sky
Deck” as part of Delta’s Sky Club located in
the expanded Terminal 4, which is currently
under construction at John F. Kennedy International Airport.

This project is just one part of Delta’s
continuing expansion plans at the airport,
and when completed in May 2013, the rooftop terrace will offer a unique viewing experience to its customers as well as the opportunity to relax in comfort.
According to Tim Mapes, Delta’s senior

vice president of marketing “The new outdoor terraces will provide distinctive spaces
with unprecedented runway views. Sky
Deck represents our continuing effort to offer customers the amenities they value.”
Over the past two years, Delta has opened
or renovated 13 Sky Clubs in cities within

its system across the United States, and the
new Sky Deck is the airline’s latest investment at Kennedy Airport where the airline
has added more electric re-charging stations,
and has expanded its international terminal,
also scheduled to open in May 2013.

LAGUARDIA 2012 FOURTH QUARTER CUSTOMER CARE AWARDS

W

e at The Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey are always
pleased to publicly acknowledge
the outstanding accomplishments of our
employees providing Customer Care in two
categories: Consistency in Service recognizes employees who continually provide
polite and efficient service when interacting
with airport customers, and the Above and
Beyond award recognizes employees who
go beyond their regular job duties to exceed
the needs of the customer.
LaGuardia Airport proudly congratulates the following 4th Quarter Customer
Care award recipients:
Consistency in Service
Gateway Group One / Taxi Dispatch:
Claude Tobias, Joel Louissaint, James
Spruill-Supervisor, Ed McKay-Manager
Gateway Group One / CCR Program:
Ramesh Katwaru, Rosita Nillaga, Israel
Fummey, Eliza Sanchez, Terry Rampersaud, Martinus Sudjana, Rabindra Harold,
Nancy Chang, Richa Yousaf, Shana Brown,
Monroe Williams, Tony Brown, Norberto
Sanchez Castillo, Garfield Baxter, Rafael
Rodriguez, Kennard Stoll, Nasirullah Mridha, Shabnam Sood, Folorunso Alabi, Reeta
Lalwani, Avinash Maraj, Marion Appleton,
Clement Amanfo Ofori, Ravichand Manmohan, Efrain Carrero, Banmattie Pulchan, Davica Pulchan, Muhammad Anwar, Teffylon
Persaud, Daaneshwarie Singh, Josue Rosa-

do-Abreu, Erica Cusaquer, Carol Downing,
Angela Nerbel, Anil Bousri, Victor Encarnacion, Senham Yakoub Khazrah Nazir
MarketPlace: Paula Reyes- Brookstone,
Michal Burton, Anum Alam, Sharanveet
Kaur, Nayeemah Islam-Auntie Anne’s, Elliet Parajon-Cosi, Rudeep Minhas-Discover
NY, Christian Rodriguez-Famous Famiglia,
Alicia Ramgoolam-Figs, Taslima AkterHudson News, Chris Sabatino-InMotion,
Steven Katz, Michael Elishakov, Michael
Badalov -Itech, Nicole Malager- Met Store,
Jennifer Ira-Sunglass Hut
Above and Beyond
Gateway Group One/ Taxi Dispatch:
Taxi Dispatchers Bobby Mejias and Roberto Encarnacion came to the assistance of
patron who fainted while walking along the
crosswalk in Terminal C.
Mr. Encarnacion recognized that the patron was having difficulty breathing, and
immediately contacted his supervisor to call
for an ambulance. In the meantime, both
dispatchers fanned the patron with their uniform hats in order to give her more air. Less
than ten minutes later, a PAPD officer and
an ambulance from North Shore Hospital
arrived and transported the patron to Forest
Hill Hospital for further examination. Mr.
Mejias and Mr. Encarnacion remained with
the patron’s luggage, securing it until the police arrived on the scene.

Shown here,
the proud
Consistency in
Service award
recipients from
MarketPlace
Development.

Shown
here, more
Consistency
in Service
recipients from
LaGuardia’s
Taxi Dispatch
unit.

IN THE MONTH OF EARTH DAY, WE CELEBRATE STEWART AIRPORT’S GREEN INITIATIVES

T

he Port Authority takes its role in the
community very seriously – and that
includes being a caretaker of the environment! That’s why Stewart International
Airport has developed a comprehensive environmental Sustainability Plan that addresses air quality and climate change, energy
conservation and renewable energy, noise
abatement, water quality protection and water conservation, land and natural resource
management, solid waste reduction and recycling, hazardous materials and hazardous
waste management, surface transportation
management, socioeconomic outreach and

community engagement, and land use compatibility.
These strategies are in place to allow
Stewart to operate with minimal impact on
the environment, with the long-term goal of
creating a carbon-free airport facility.
When the Port Authority assumed operations at Stewart International Airport in
2007, we committed ourselves to a 10-year
capital improvement plan and 93 years of a
long-term lease. With that in mind, we set out
to improve its infrastructure -building and
renovating new runways, terminals, parking
lots, and surrounding roadways.

As part of our commitment to the environment, we have developed a comprehensive
recycling policy at Stewart and all of our
airports, and we are finding ways to reduce
aircraft delays-which means less fuel will be
emitted into the atmosphere. We are supporting the use of new technologies, like Next
Generation Aircraft Satellite Navigation
technologies, and have already installed new
energy-efficient LED lighting on our taxiways –a move that helps us save money too!
In addition to that, Stewart received a
grant under the Federal Aviation Administration’s VALE (Voluntary Airport Low

Emissions) program to install electric power
and preconditioned air at the airport’s seven
gates, allowing aircraft to use airport power
instead of running on jet fuel which creates
greenhouse gases. These are the kind of improvements that could reduce air pollutants
by approximately 96percent.
The Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey is committed to a greener tomorrow –
that is why we continue to come up with new
plans and ideas to provide our customers and
our employees with environmentally sound
facilities that will continue to serve us long
into the future.
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Report Suspicious or Criminal Activity.
Call 800 828-7273.
Funding provided by grants from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security

